System Configuration Options

The Best Way To Apply Floor Finish. Period.

The Multi-Flo® XP has been designed with application specific components to maximize results.
The three configurations available are for floor finish (resilient/vinyl tile), water-based gym
finish, and solvent-based gym finish.
Configuration

Applicator Head

Applicator Pad Refills

HIL50110
Floor Finish System Complete

Coat

Uniform Coating, Consistent Durability, Better Results.

Base unit, battery, charger, weights, clean out
tube, B-I-B hookup. Plus, applicator head, one
pad, and pump listed at right.

Flat Pad Assembly

Single Bar
System

Base unit, battery, charger, weights, clean out
tube, pail/2.5 gal. dip tube B-I-B hookup. Plus,
applicator head, one pad, and pump listed
at right.

Turn the Multi-Flo XP into the Total Floor Care Solution!

Clean
¢
¢
¢

Multi-Flo XP is for more than just restorative projects - use it for everyday cleaning!
Fresh cleaning solution is applied to the leading edge of the floor pad at the touch of a button
delivering superior cleaning results.
Fast and efficient with a 30-inch wide path.

¢

HIL50113
Applicator Pad, 1 - 30”

Double Bar
System

Base unit, battery, charger, weights, clean out
tube, pail/2.5 gal. dip tube. Plus, applicator
head, one pad set, and pump listed at right.

HIL50162
Applicator Pad Set, 1-23”, 1-30”

HIL50200
3 GPM
12V

HIL50127
1.9 GPM
12V
Rated for
solvent use.*

Once you have a complete Mult-Flo XP, convert it from one application to another with one of the following kits.
Conversion Kit

Applicator Head Assembly

The safe alternative to a process that is inherently slick and slippery.
Apply and agitate stripping solution without “stepping in it.”
Fast and efficient with a 30-inch wide path.
The applicator head has risers that lift the pad off the
floor providing the optimum combination of saturation,
agitation, and dwell time.

Pump System
HIL50226
.5 GPM
12V

Flat Pad Assembly

HIL50261
Water-based Gym Finish Conversion Kit

Single Bar
System

Applicator head, one pad, and pump listed at
right. Plus, all hardware to make conversion.
HIL50260
Solvent-Based Gym Finish Conversion Kit

HIL55331

HIL50113
Applicator Pad, 1 - 30”

Double Bar
System

Applicator head, one pad set, and pump
listed at right. Plus, all hardware to make
conversion.

Unlike pump-up sprayers, the carpet
pre-spray system provides consistent,
uniform and complete coverage
of the carpet surface resulting in
superior cleaning results.
High-volume 30-inch wide spray
pattern delivers greater productivity.

Applicator Pad Refills

HIL50262
Floor Finish System Conversion Kit
Applicator head, one pad, and pump listed at
right. Plus, all hardware to make conversion.

Carpet Pre-Spray
¢

HIL50108
Solvent-Based Gym Finish System

HIL55331

Conversion Kit Options

Strip
¢
¢
¢
¢

Pump System
HIL50226
.5 GPM
12V

HIL50109
Water-based Gym Finish System Complete

Add The Optional SOLUTIONTANK...

Base Unit
Pictured
Without
Application
Head Assembly

HIL50162
Applicator Pad Set, 1-23”, 1-30”

HIL50200
3 GPM
12V

HIL50127
1.9 GPM
12V
Rated for
solvent use.*

* HIL50127 pump is rated for solvent use and can also be used for NON BAG-IN-BOX water-based finishes.

SOLUTIONTank Options

®

HIL54027
SOLUTIONTank Kit

HIL54028
Carpet Pre-Spray Attachment

Includes tank, cap, green stripping pad,
2 risers w/ pin locks, 1 barb connector

Includes bracket and sprayer head.
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Easy to Use - Excellent Results
It’s in the design. Being in the floor coatings business for over 100 years has its advantages. Our coatings experience has led to a
design that consistently delivers better results with minimal operator training. Multi-Flo XP takes about the same level of skill to
operate as a push lawn mower. Easy to use, excellent results!

The Multi-Flo® XP is fast! Apply floor finish at rates
up to 10,000 square feet per hour in open areas like
hallways, gymnasiums, and multi-purpose rooms.

Consistency
An independently weighted application head provides an optimum level of
pressure to the applicator, consistently achieving specified coverage rates. The
result is uniform coats of finish that make your floor look great - regardless of who
is applying the finish.
Traditional methods rely on the operators “touch and experience.” The weight of
gravity-feed systems constantly changes as product is being applied, making it
nearly impossible to achieve consistent, uniform coats.

Versatility
 Wood
 Terrazzo

 Smooth Concrete
 Carpet

2,500

* ISSA 540 Cleaning Times used for
comparative systems.

1,667

®

Wide-mouth access
makes it easy to fill,
empty and clean!

Coat about 100,000
square feet on a
full charge!



Use finish right out of its own container. There are no extra buckets, reservoirs, or special backpacks to fill, clean, or
transfer left-over finish from. If there is left-over finish with the Multi-Flo XP, just put the cap back on the container.



A very short run of large diameter tubing is easily flushed clean. For water-based finishes, a small amount of
water is circulated through the pump. Solvent-based finishes require a solvent rinse.

Backpack
24” Microfiber

Multi-Flo XP

Better Ergonomics & Safety

Battery Life

Unlike mops and buckets, backpack systems, and gravity-fed applicators, Multi-Flo XP is easy to clean.

Gravity Feed
Applicator

Square Feet Per Hour*

The articulating handle gives the operator
complete control and the freedom to perfectly
position the Multi-Flo XP in the tightest spots.

Simple Clean Up

6,316

 Resilient/Vinyl

Four independent swivel castors allow for
maximum maneuverability. It’s easy for an
operator to get the Multi-Flo XP into tight corners,
around pillars, or moving in a straight line.

Easily accessible, well-protected charger port. Simply plug in
your charger to recharge your battery-operated system.

Bag-in-box, 5-gallon buckets, 2.5 and 1-gallon
containers, the Multi-Flo XP accommodates them all!
One applicator. Multiple containers. Many surfaces.
Multi-Flo XP just makes sense!
Select from any Hillyard
high-performance finish or
sealer and it will work with
the Multi-Flo XP.

Use On Many Surfaces

Maneuverability

The battery-operated pump system quickly dispenses
finish. At the touch of a button, saturate the application
head and keep a consistent “well” of finish to maintain a wet
edge - a key to avoiding streaks and achieving better results.

10,000

Apply finish in smaller rooms at a rate of 6,000
square feet per hour. That’s a typical 900 square foot
classroom in less than 10 minutes.

Finish Mop

Battery-Operated Pump

Multiple Container Options

Improve Productivity

It’s not a natural body movement to push and pull a heavily saturated
finish mop across the floor. The upper body is constantly moving, stretching,
and reaching when applying finish with mops, backpack systems or gravityfeed applicators.

Folding Handle
Handle folds, making it easy
to transport and store.

When using the Multi-Flo XP, the
operator is in a more natural upright
walking position. The weight of the
finish is distributed over four large
casters, making it easy to position
the applicator.

High capacity 11-gallon
tank saves time with
less refilling.
Built in fill gauge with
graduations at 5, 7.5
and 10-gallons.

Watch the
SOLUTIONTank
video!

Watch the Multi-Flo XP
Overview video!
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Fresh cleaning solution is applied to the leading edge of the floor pad at the touch of a button
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Double Bar
System

Base unit, battery, charger, weights, clean out
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Once you have a complete Mult-Flo XP, convert it from one application to another with one of the following kits.
Conversion Kit

Applicator Head Assembly

The safe alternative to a process that is inherently slick and slippery.
Apply and agitate stripping solution without “stepping in it.”
Fast and efficient with a 30-inch wide path.
The applicator head has risers that lift the pad off the
floor providing the optimum combination of saturation,
agitation, and dwell time.

Pump System
HIL50226
.5 GPM
12V

Flat Pad Assembly

HIL50261
Water-based Gym Finish Conversion Kit

Single Bar
System

Applicator head, one pad, and pump listed at
right. Plus, all hardware to make conversion.
HIL50260
Solvent-Based Gym Finish Conversion Kit

HIL55331

HIL50113
Applicator Pad, 1 - 30”

Double Bar
System

Applicator head, one pad set, and pump
listed at right. Plus, all hardware to make
conversion.

Unlike pump-up sprayers, the carpet
pre-spray system provides consistent,
uniform and complete coverage
of the carpet surface resulting in
superior cleaning results.
High-volume 30-inch wide spray
pattern delivers greater productivity.
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Applicator head, one pad, and pump listed at
right. Plus, all hardware to make conversion.

Carpet Pre-Spray
¢
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¢
¢
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HIL50109
Water-based Gym Finish System Complete

Add The Optional SOLUTIONTANK...

Base Unit
Pictured
Without
Application
Head Assembly
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3 GPM
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1.9 GPM
12V
Rated for
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* HIL50127 pump is rated for solvent use and can also be used for NON BAG-IN-BOX water-based finishes.

SOLUTIONTank Options

®

HIL54027
SOLUTIONTank Kit

HIL54028
Carpet Pre-Spray Attachment

Includes tank, cap, green stripping pad,
2 risers w/ pin locks, 1 barb connector

Includes bracket and sprayer head.
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